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I. INTRODUCTION
Recent four-body scattering model calculations of the elastic scattering of 11Li from a
12C target at 57.9 MeV/A have shown large eects due to the coupling to projectile breakup
channels [1]. The four-body model treats the projectile as a three-body structure (9Li+n+n),
and can include the eects of neutron pairing correlations. The calculations of ref. [1]
were performed using a four-body eikonal scattering model, which makes high energy and
small angle approximations. There is interest in studying the quantitative accuracy of these
approximations, and also in studying reactions of weakly-bound systems at lower energies,
where transfer reactions and other channel coupling eects have been shown to be important
for stable nuclei [2]. It is therefore essential to develop scattering models which are suitable
for lower energies, and which are able to assess the accuracy of more approximate and
ecient methods.
In this paper we extend the adiabatic model rst described by Johnson and Soper [3]
to describe reactions of two-body projectiles. It is assumed that the internal motion of the
N-clusters within the projectile is slow compared to the relative motion of the projectile and
target. We can then freeze the internal coordinates for the duration of the interaction. With
this approximation the (N+1)-body wave equation reduces to a set of two-body coupled
channels equations, with parametric dependence on the (N-1) internal coordinate vectors,
~x. Observables are obtained by evaluating matrix elements of calculated internal coordinate
dependent amplitudes between initial and nal states:
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where
fi o =
Z
d~x1 : : : d~xN 1 i (~x1; : : : ; ~xN 1) fi o(~x1; : : : ; ~xN 1) o(~x1; : : : ; ~xN 1) : (2)
The adiabatic model is equivalent to including coupling to a complete set of excited states,
including breakup states, but assuming all states are degenerate. It has been successfully
applied to scattering of projectiles composed of two clusters (e.g. deuteron [4], 6Li [5], 7Li
[6]). In this paper we extend and apply the model for the scattering of projectiles composed
of three clusters.
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The Coupled Discretized Continuum Channels (CDCC) method [7] has superseded the
three-body adiabatic model for many low energy reaction studies. However this method
does not generalise easily for the three cluster projectile case considered here. The method
presented here is a possible way forward which correctly includes many of the features of
the few-body dynamics.
We will outline the essential theoretical elements of our implementation, and apply it
to the elastic scattering of 11Li from a 12C target, which has recently been studied using a
four-body eikonal model [1]. We will use the same physical inputs as the eikonal study in
order to compare the two scattering models. The calculated elastic cross sections will be
compared to quasi-elastic experimental data from ref. [8]. From the structure point of view
11Li is of interest because it has an extended two-neutron halo, and its three-body structure
has been investigated extensively (e.g. [9]).
The eikonal model of ref. [1] is based on two approximations: the semi-classical eikonal ap-
proximation, which assumes that the individual clusters in the projectile follow a straight-line
trajectory through the interaction region; and the adiabatic approximation, which freezes
the internal coordinates. In the eikonal model the composite projectile scattering amplitude
is obtained by averaging the eikonal approximations to the cluster target S-matrices over
the projectile density for each projectile impact parameter. This method implicitly includes
coupling to all breakup angular momenta between the projectile clusters.
The four-body model presented here does not require the eikonal approximation, and
solves the scattering problem as a set of coupled channels radial equations in which each
breakup relative angular momentum appears as a separate channel. This allows the individ-
ual contributions of coupling to each breakup angular momentum to be investigated, and
also provides a scattering wavefunction (which is not calculated in the eikonal approach).
The wavefunction can be used to calculate transfer cross sections, or as the basis for quasi-
adiabatic corrections (in the spirit of [10]). The price paid is that the coupled channels
calculations are very computer intensive, particularly at high energies where high angular
momentum couplings may be important.
The eikonal method is essentially a high energy, small angle approximation, and the
adiabatic approximation is usually thought of as a high energy approximation. Experience
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with deuteron scattering [4] suggests that the adiabatic model is accurate for projectile
incident energies greater than 25-30 MeV/A, which is of the same order as the estimated
lower energy limit for the eikonal model [1]. Further work is in progress to compare the
adiabatic model with calculations in which non-eikonal corrections are added systematically
to the analysis of [1]. Such a comparison has recently proved very instructive for two-body
projectiles [11]. The adiabatic method is `exact' in the sense that it is purely quantum
mechanical. It may not prove to be as ecient as the eikonal-based methods, but it will
provide an important benchmark with which to assess more approximate techniques.
II. DETAILS OF THE FOUR-BODY ADIABATIC MODEL
A. The four-body wave equation
The adiabatic models for two and three cluster projectiles share the same theoretical
basis. In the former we freeze the relative coordinate between two clusters and in the latter
we freeze the two Jacobi coordinates that describe the three-body system (labelled ~ and ~r
in gure 1). In our coordinate system ~R is the relative coordinate between the target (T)
and the centre of mass of the projectile.
The exact four-body wave equation for scattering of a three cluster projectile from a inert
spherical target can be writtenh
E   h(~; ~r)  TR   V (~R; ~; ~r)
i
	(~R; ~; ~r) = 0 ; (3)
where h(~; ~r) is the internal hamiltonian of the projectile, and the potential V (~R; ~; ~r) is the
sum of the two-body potentials between the target and each cluster in the projectile. We
make a coupled channels expansion of the wavefunction in terms of the ground state o and
inelastic and breakup states i of the projectile (which together form a complete set):
	(~R; ~; ~r) = o(~; ~r) o(~R) +
X
i
i(~; ~r) i(~R) ; (4)
where  are orthonormal eigenstates of the internal hamiltonian
h(~; ~r) j(~; ~r) = j j(~; ~r) ; hj(~; ~r)ji(~; ~r)i = ij : (5)
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Substituting eq. 4 into the wave equation (eq. 3) yieldsh
E   o   TR   V (~R; ~; ~r)
i
o(~; ~r) o(~R) +X
i
h
E   i   TR   V (~R; ~; ~r)
i
i(~; ~r) i(~R) = 0 : (6)
If at this point we introduce the adiabatic approximation, and replace i by the ground state
energy o, then eq. 6 has the structure:
(E   o   TR)	adia(~R; ~; ~r) = V (~R; ~; ~r) 	adia(~R; ~; ~r) ; (7)
where the adiabatic wavefunction 	adia is a superposition of the ground state and all excited
states of the projectile
	adia(~R; ~; ~r) = o(~; ~r) 
adia
o (~R) +
X
i
i(~; ~r) 
adia
i (~R) : (8)
This wavefunction has the asymptotic form of a pure Coulomb distorted wave 	Coul~Ko
, with
the projectile in the ground state, in the elastic channel, plus outgoing waves in all channels
	adia(~R; ~; ~r)
R!1 ! o(~; ~r) 	Coul~Ko (~R) + (outgoing waves) : (9)
The adiabatic wave equation (7) has only a parametric dependence on the internal coor-
dinates and can be solved as a two-body dynamical problem for xed  and r. In the next
sections we describe the partial wave expansion of the wavefunction and potentials before
describing how the observables are calculated. In the remainder of this paper we drop the
now implied superscript `adia', and assume   o and ~K  ~Ko.
B. Partial wave expansion
The coupling scheme we adopt for the partial wave expansion of the wavefunction is
(l1; l2)L; L; J where: l1 is the relative angular momentum between the two valence neutrons
(1) and (2); l2 is the relative angular momentum between the valence neutrons and the core
(C); and L is the relative angular momentum of the projectile and target (T) (see gure
1). Using the shorthand notation for channel   (l1; l2)L; L we can expand the adiabatic
wavefunction
	(~R; ~; ~r) =
X
0JMJ
CJMJ (; r)
X J0:(R; ; r)
KR
h
Yl01(r^)
 Yl02(^)

L0 
 YL0(R^)
i
JMJ
; (10)
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where the coecients C must be chosen to give the correct asymptotic boundary conditions
(eq. 9) with a pure Coulomb distorted wave, with the projectile in the ground state, in the
elastic channel, and outgoing waves in all channels. These coecients depend on the ground
state wavefunction and will be evaluated in section 2.4.
The radial functions X are solutions of the coupled radial equations (for xed  and r)
(E   o) + h
2
2

d2
dR2
  L
0(L0 + 1)
R2

  VC(R)

X J0:(R; ; r) = (11)X
00
h0; J jV (~R; ~; ~r)j00; Ji X J00:(R; ; r) ;
subject to the asymptotic boundary conditions
X J0:(R; ; r) R!1 ! 0 FL(KR) + MJ0:(; r) H+L0(KR) : (12)
Note that the channels 0 in our expansion of the wavefunction (10) are dened purely by
the relative angular momenta of the clusters and the target. The channels do not correspond
to particular excited states of the projectile at particular excitation energies, but instead to a
degenerate representation of the complete set of states for that conguration. An advantage
of the adiabatic approach is that we do not require knowledge of the excited states of the
projectile.
C. The four-body potential matrix elements
The potential matrix elements entering eq. (11) are
h0; J jV (~R; ~; ~r)j00; Ji =
Z Z Z
dR^ d^ dr^
h
Yl01(r^)
 Yl02(^)

L0 
 YL0(R^)
i
JMJ
V (~R; ~; ~r)
h
Yl001 (r^)
 Yl002 (^)

L00 
 YL00(R^)
i
JMJ
: (13)
We assume central potentials and ignore any spin dependence. The coupling potential, the
sum of the potentials between the target (T) and the core (C) and two valence particles (1)
and (2) of the projectile, is:
V (~R; ~; ~r) = VCT(j~R  m1+m2mP ~j)
+V1T(j~R + mCmP ~+ m2m1+m2 ~rj) + V2T(j~R + mCmP ~  m1m1+m2 ~rj) : (14)
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For clarity we suppress the mass ratios from the further expressions. The rst term VCT, a
function of two vectors ~R and ~, can be expressed as a multipole expansion
VCT(j~R + ~j) =
X
k
V CTk (R; )
h
Yk(R^)
 Yk(^)
i
0 0
(15)
with matrix elements
h0; J jVCT(~R; ~)j00 : Ji = l01l001
X
k
V CTk (R; )
(2k + 1)
W (L00L00L0L0; Jk) hL000L00jk0i hl002 0 l02 0jk 0i
( )J L00 l02 kR L^0L^00l^02l^002L^00L^0 W (l02 l01 k L00;L0 l2) : (16)
The potentials between the valence particles and the target are more complicated as they
depend on three vectors:
ViT(j~R + ~+ ~rj) =
X
kr;k;kR
V iTkrkkR(R; ; r)
h
Ykr(r^)
 Yk(^)

 YkR(R^)i
0 0
: (17)
In the Appendix we outline two methods of evaluating the potential multipole components
V iTkrkkR(R; ; r). The results presented use the Gaussian expansion method. In either case,
the potential matrix elements are
h0; J jViT(~R; ~; ~r)j00 : Ji =
X
kr;k;kR
V iTkr;k;kR(r; ; R)
(4)
3
2
W (L00L00L0L0; JkR) hL000kR0jL00i hl0010kr0jl010i hl0020k0jl020i
( )J+L0 L00 kR k^rk^k^RL^00l^001 l^002L^00L^0
8>>><>>>:
l001 kr l
0
1
l002 k l
0
2
L00 kR L0
9>>>=>>>; : (18)
D. The projectile ground state wavefunction
The projectile ground state is described by a three-body wavefunction [9], expressed
in Jacobi coordinates ~ and ~r (see gure 1). The wavefunction is linear combination of
components of good internal relative angular momenta l1 and l2. The intrinsic spins of
clusters couple to a total projectile intrinsic spin j with projection . As we include only
central interactions with the target, j and  are good quantum numbers. We can write the
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ground state as
o  IMIo =
X
l1l2j
l1;l2;jI;MI (~; ~r) (19)
where the individual components are
l1;l2;jI;MI (~; ~r) =
X
12LML
hl11l22jLMLihLMLjjIMIi
Yl11(r^) Yl22(^) j() U
j
Il1l2
(; r) : (20)
We are now in a position to determine the C coecients in the partial wave expansion of
the four-body adiabatic wavefunction, (eq. 10). The asymptotic form of the wavefunction
is obtained by substituting for the asymptotic form of X J0: from eq. 12 into eq. 10. Using
the delta function 0  l01l1 l02l2 L0L L0L, then
	(~R; ~; ~r)
R!1 !
X
l1l2LLJMJ
CJMJ (; r)
FL(KR)
KR
X
12ML
Yl11(r^)Yl22(^)YL(R^)
hl11l22jLMLihLMLLjJMJi+ (outgoing waves) : (21)
The wavefunction must have the asymptotic form (eq. 9) of a pure Coulomb distorted wave
in the entrance channel with the projectile in the ground state, i.e.
	(~R; ~; ~r)
R!1 !
 X
l1l2j
l1;l2;jI;MI (~; ~r)
!
	Coul~Ko (
~R) + (outgoing waves) : (22)
The correct form of the coecients C is
CJ MJ (; r) = 4
X
jML
iL eiLY L(K^) j() U
j
Il1l2
(; r)
hLMLjjIMIi hLMLLjJMJi ; (23)
as can be conrmed by substituting for eq.23 in eq.21
	(~R; ~; ~r)
R!1 !
X
l1l2j
X
12LML
hl11l22jLMLihLMLjjIMIi
j() U
j
Il1l2
(; r)Yl11(r^) Yl22(^) (24)
4
X
L
iL eiLY L(K^) YL(R^)
FL(KR)
KR
+ (outgoing waves) :
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The adiabatic wavefunction is therefore
	(~R; ~; ~r) = 4
X
X
iL Y L(K^) j() U
j
Il1l2
(; r) eiLhLMLLjJMJi (25)
hLMLjjIMIi
X J(l01l02)L0L0:(l1l2)LL(R; ; r)
KR
h
Yl01(r^)
 Yl02(^)

L0 
 YL0(R^)
i
JMJ
where the sum X is over fl1l2jLL0LL0MLJMJ l01l02g.
E. Elastic Scattering amplitudes and observables
To calculate the scattering amplitude for outgoing waves in channel I 0;M 0I we start by
comparing the projection of nal state wavefunction I0M 0I from the four-body scattering
wavefunction, with the asymptotic boundary conditions:
hI0M 0I j 	(~R; ~; ~r)i
R!1 ! I0IM 0IMI 	Coul~K (~R) +
eiKR  log(2KR)
R
fI0M 0I :IMI (
~K; ~R) : (26)
The scattering amplitude will be a linear combination of terms depending on the angular
momentum components of the initial and nal states
fI0M 0I :IMI (
~K; ~R) =
X
l1l2jl01l
0
2j
0
f
l01l
0
2j
0 l1l2 j
I0M 0I ;IMI
( ~K; ~R) ; (27)
where the individual components are given by:
f
l01l
0
2j
0 l1l2j
I0M 0I ;IMI
(K^; R^) =
4
K
X
LL0LL00JMJk
(2J + 1)MJ0:
iL L
0
Y L(K^) YL00(R^) e
i(L+
0
L) I^ k^ ( )L0 L J+k+j I0+0
hLL0   0jkqi hIMIkqjI 0M 0Ii W (ILI 0L0; jk) W (LLL0L0; Jk) : (28)
The scattering matrix MJ0: is the matrix element of the internal coordinate dependent
amplitudes MJ0:(R; ; r), from eq. 12, between the internal radial wavefunctions of the
initial and nal states:
MJ0: =
Z
dr
Z
d U j I0l01l02(; r)M
J
0:(R; ; r) U
j
Il1l2
(; r) : (29)
For elastic scattering the radial wavefunctions U jIl1l2 are determined by the ground state
wavefunction through eq. 20. The elastic cross section is given by
del
d

(; ) =
X
M 0IMI
1
2I + 1
 MIM 0IfC() +
X
l1l2jl01l
0
2j
0
f
l01l
0
2j
0 l1l2 j
IM 0I ;IMI
(; )

2
(30)
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where fC() is the pure Coulomb scattering amplitude, and the summation is over all the
components of the ground state.
One of the advantages of our method is that, for elastic scattering, the internal dynamics
of the projectile only enter through the ground state wavefunction. Excited state cong-
urations are built in to the four-body wavefunction through the parameter dependence of
the scattering wavefunction on ~ and ~r, i.e. through the dynamics of the scattering of the
individual clusters from the target.
III. APPLICATION TO THE ELASTIC SCATTERING OF 11LI FROM 12C
A. Details of the calculation
We now discuss the application of the model to elastic scattering of 11Li+12C. The same
projectile wavefunction and potentials are used as in the eikonal model calculations of [1] to
allow comparison of the two models. The reasoning behind, and the sensitivity to the choice
of wavefunction and potentials is described in [1]. Experimental quasi-elastic scattering data
also exists for this system at ELAB=637 MeV [8].
The projectile three-body wavefunction is from the Faddeev analysis of the 11Li ground
state by Thompson and Zhukov [9]. We use the `P0' variant (labelled `O7' in ref. [1]) which
has two components: an s-wave (l1 = l2 = 0); and a p-wave (l1 = l2 = 1) component. As
we neglect spin dependence in the target-cluster potentials, these two components will not
couple and can be treated separately. Initially we concentrate on the s-wave component,
which we renormalise to unity. The cross section for the full ground state wavefunction can
be obtained by adding the amplitudes for s-wave and p-wave components with the correct
normalisations.
The target-cluster potentials are also the same as used [1]. These have Woods-Saxon
form factors with the parameters given in table 1.
11
channel form depth (MeV) radius (fm) di (fm)
9Li+12C Real WS 120.0 0.70 0.90
Imag WS 25.00 0.98 0.75
n+12C Real WS 37.4 1.20 0.75
Imag WS 10.0 1.30 0.60
To calculate the valence neutron-target potential matrix elements we use the Gaussian
expansion method (see Appendix). The Woods-Saxon potentials were approximated by a
sum of ve Gaussian terms, with radii in a geometric progression [12] (ranging from 1.8 to
2.65 fm). The strengths were obtained by least-squares tting. The coupling potentials cal-
culated using this expansion agree well with those calculated by direct numerical integration
for  and r less than 9 fm (see Appendix). In the multipole expansions we include terms up
to k; kr = 2 in  and r and up to k = 4 in R.
The Coulomb potential has been included only as a central term between the target
and projectile centre of mass, and as a consequence this analysis ignores Coulomb breakup
contributions. It has been shown previously that these have little eect on the elastic cross
section for this reaction [1].
The coupled equations are solved using the Numerov algorithm (as used in FRESCO
[13]), for 161 partial waves with step size (in R) h=0.02 fm and matching radius 17 fm.
The scattering amplitudes were obtained by matching to Coulomb functions at the match-
ing radius. The calculations were repeated for a grid of values of the projectile internal
coordinates,  an r.
The grid is chosen to optimise the discretisation of the integration over  and r. The
smallest 6 values correspond to the radii for Gauss-Legendre integration and any further
points are at regular intervals. We present results for 66, 1212 and 1818 point grids in
 and r (where 66 refers to a 36 point grid composed of 6 points in the  and r coordinates).
The  and r integrations are truncated beyond 9 fm. The eikonal calculations of ref. [1]
used an integration grid of 3030 points.
Whereas the four-body eikonal model [1] implicitly includes all breakup relative angular
momenta, in our formulation we must specify explicitly which breakup angular momenta are
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included in the relative coordinates  (l2) and r (l1). As more angular momenta are included
the number of coupled channels increases. We study the convergence as more angular
momenta are included. For projectiles with two identical valence particles (e.g. 11Li), and
assuming central potentials, the parity of the relative motion in r must be conserved so l1
can only change by an even number (l1 is even).
To illustrate the eect of breakup, we compare our results with a calculation with no
breakup or excited state contributions. The `no breakup' cross section is calculated using
a two-body model with the potential calculated by averaging the cluster-target potential
V (~R; ~; ~r) over the internal coordinates, weighted by the ground state probability distribu-
tion:
V no b:u:(R) = hl1;l2;jI;MI (~; ~r) j V (~R; ~; ~r) j l1;l2;jI;MI (~; ~r)i ; (31)
where l1;l2;jI;MI is a component of projectile ground state described in subsection 2.4 (renor-
malised to unity). A separate potential must be calculated for each component of the ground
state.
B. Results
Initially we assume the projectile ground state is entirely s-wave. We consider the eects
of including dierent breakup angular momenta, and of varying the number of grid points
in the discretised integration over  and r.
Figure 2 shows the four-body adiabatic model calculations for elastic scattering cross
section of 11Li+12C at 637 MeV. All calculations use the same 66 point integration grid in
 and r, and dier only in the number of breakup angular momentum channels included. The
`no breakup' result (dotted) neglects all breakup contributions. The thin solid line, labelled
(0,0), includes coupling to s-wave breakup in the  and r coordinates. These couplings
reduce the elastic cross section between 8o and 18o by about 10%.
The remaining curves show the eects of including coupling to higher breakup angular
momenta, where we introduce a shorthand notation (lr; l) for each channel. Including
relative p-wave, (0,1), and d-wave, (0,2), breakup in the  coordinate both reduce the cross
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section, and the combined eect is about a 40% reduction for angles greater than 8o . The
eect of including relative d-wave in the r coordinate, (2,0) is less signicant. We have
also calculated the eects of coupling to f-wave in , (0,3), and g-wave in r, (4,0). These
have no signicant eect on the cross section and are not shown in the gure. It should be
remembered that since we have only included coupling potential terms l1; l2  2, channels
with f-wave in  and g-wave in r can only be reached in two or more steps.
For the combination of s,p,d waves in  and s,d in r, (which we shall refer to as (spdd))
we have presented two results. The thick solid line shows the cross section when we include
channels (0,0), (0,1), (0,2), (2,0), which can all be reached in one step. The dot-dashed line
shows the eect of adding the (2,1) and (2,2) channels, which can only be reached by two
or more steps. The eects of these two-step channels is small and shall be neglected in the
remaining calculations.
These calculations have included only 66 grid points in the  and r integration. We
have repeated the calculations for the `no breakup' and the spdd case with a 1212 and a
1818 point grid. Figure 3 shows the elastic cross section for these cases. Increasing the grid
from 66 to 1212 reduces the elastic cross section at angles greater than 8o. Extending the
grid further from 1212 to 1818 has little eect on the `no breakup' result but increases
the cross section for the coupled (spdd) calculation at angles greater than 9o. However the
cross sections show little sensitivity to our choice of integration grid.
C. Comparison with eikonal model results
In gure 4 we compare the results of the four-body adiabatic calculations (with the
spdd couplings) and eikonal calculations for a range of projectile energies. The calculations
assume the 11Li ground state wavefunction is purely s-wave in both the  and r coordinates.
For energies greater than 20 MeV/A the adiabatic and eikonal model calculations are
in reasonable agreement for forward angles but disagree at backward angles. At the higher
energies, 637 and 1100 MeV, the adiabatic model gives a larger cross section than the eikonal
model at angles beyond the rst two minima. This may be because the adiabatic calculations
do not include high enough breakup angular momenta.
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At the lower energies, 55, 110 and 220 MeV, the situation is reversed with the eikonal
cross section higher than that of the adiabatic model at larger angles. A similar eect was
observed in the comparison of two-body eikonal and exact quantum mechanical calculations
in ref. [1]. This suggests that the deviation at low energies may be due to the eikonal
approximation. Further work is required to clearly identify the validity of each approach as
a function of energy and angle.
So far we have ignored the p-wave component of the projectile ground state. Figure 5
shows the adiabatic model predictions for the elastic cross section at 637 MeV assuming
the ground state is purely p-wave. The gure shows the eect of including channels with
dierent breakup angular momenta. Several channels show a signicant eect for the largest
calculation attempted, including (1,1), (1,0), (1,2), (1,3), (3,1). This calculation includes all
channels that can be reached in one step with the potentials expanded to l1; l2  2. Breakup
has a smaller eect on the p-wave component of the ground state, compared with that on
the s-wave component, with the maximum eect being a reduction of about 27% at about
13o compared to the `no breakup` cross section.
In gure 6 we show the cross section using the full ground state wavefunction (with
both s-wave and p-wave components). The gure also shows the four-body eikonal model
calculation [1] and the experimental quasi-elastic cross section data from Kolata et al. [8].
There is a signicant dierence between the predictions of two models beyond 10o, where
the adiabatic cross section is more than 10% larger.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A four-body quantum mechanical scattering model has been developed, which can include
the eects of projectile breakup without making the semi-classical eikonal approximation.
The elastic cross sections predictions of the model have been compared with four-body
eikonal model predictions and with experimental data. The two methods give qualitatively
similar results, particularly at forward angles, but deviate at the highest and lowest energies
considered.
The disagreement at the higher energies may reect non-convergence of the adiabatic
calculations with respect to breakup angular momenta. While the eikonal model implicitly
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includes all angular momenta, it makes the additional straight-line trajectory approximation.
The deviation at the lower energies may be due to the failure of the eikonal approximation,
limiting the angular range. These questions will be addressed in a subsequent analysis
in which we shall compare the exact adiabatic method developed here with calculations
in which non-eikonal corrections are added systematically to the analysis of [1]. Such an
analysis has proved very instructive for two-body projectiles [11].
As well as being an `exact' quantum mechanical method, the adiabatic model has two
additional advantages over the eikonal descriptions. It provides scattering wavefunctions,
which may be used as input to reaction calculations. It also allows the individual contri-
butions of dierent breakup angular momenta between the clusters in the projectile to be
investigated. The results presented here indicate that for the s-wave component of the 11Li
wavefunction, s-, p- and d- wave breakup contributions are important. The coupling to
breakup in the  coordinate, between the 9Li core and the centre of mass of the valence
particles, is the most important. Breakup from the p-wave component of the ground state
has a smaller eect.
There are several limitations to the calculations presented. We have used a fairly coarse
integration grid in the  and r coordinates and restricted the range of this integration to
; r < 9 fm. These restrictions are not intrinsic but are to reduce computing time. Similarly
we have limited the expansion of the coupling potentials to quadrupole contributions in the
relative coordinates,  and r.
We have demonstrated the feasibility of adiabatic four-body coupled channels calculations
for exotic nuclear scattering. Further work is required to assess the convergence properties
and the energy range for which the calculations are applicable. These limits will depend
on the mass ratios of the clusters within the projectile, so studies with other three-body
projectiles (e.g. 6Li, 6He and the triton) are planned.
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APPENDIX A: APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL MULTIPOLES
We shall describe two methods for evaluating the four-body potential components
V iTkrkkR(R; ; r). The rst method uses a Gaussian expansion that has proved ecient in
other few-body studies [12]. The second method uses two numerical angular integrations,
which has proved to be equally ecient.
1. Gaussian expansion technique
If we express the potential as a sum of Gaussians, then the coupling potentials can
be evaluated analytically. To illustrate this we will consider a single Gaussian V (x) =
V0 exp( bx2) where x = j~R + ~+ ~rj. We can rewrite this potential as
V (j~R + ~+ ~rj) = V0 exp( b[R2 + 2 + r2])
 exp( 2b ~R  ~) exp( 2b ~  ~r) exp( 2b ~r  ~R) : (A1)
The exponentials of a scalar product can be expanded in partial waves such that
V (j~R + ~+ ~rj) =
X
kr;k;kR
VkrkkR(R; ; r)
h
Ykr(r^)
 Yk(^)

 YkR(R^)i
0 0
; (A2)
with coecients given by
VkrkkR(R; ; r) = (4)
3
2 V0 exp( b[R2 + 2 + r2])
X
k1;k2;k3
ik1+k2+k3
( )k+kr k2hk10k30jkR0ihk20k10jk0ihk30k20jkr0i
(2k1 + 1)(2k2 + 1)(2k3 + 1)W (kk1krk3; k2kR)
jk1(i 2b R) jk2(i 2b r) jk3(i 2b rR) (A3)
where jk(ix) is the spherical Bessel function for an imaginary argument.
2. Numerical integration method
An alternative method of obtaining the potential is to factor out the dependence on the
angle between ~ and ~r. The remaining term is dependent on the angle between ~R and vector
sum (~+ ~r),
V (j~R + ~+ ~rj) =
X
kR
j~+ ~rjkRPkR(~R  (~+ ~r))
X
k2
Pk2(~r  ~) VkR;k2(R; ; r) : (A4)
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The partial wave expansion of the potential can be expressed as
V (j~R + ~+ ~rj) =
X
kr;k;kR
VkrkkR(R; ; r)
h
Ykr(r^)
 Yk(^)

 YkR(R^)i
0 0
; (A5)
with the coecients given by
VkrkkR(R; ; r) =
X
k2k3

2kR!
2k3! 2(kR   k3)!
1=2
(4)3=2 rkR k3 k3
hk20k30jk0i hk20(kR   k3)0jkr0i ( 1)kR k3+k
W (k k3 kr (kR   k3); k2 kR) VkRk2(r; ; R) ; (A6)
where the VkRk2(r; ; R) terms are determined by an integral over two angles
VkRk2(r; ; R) =
k^2Rk^
2
2
2
Z 1
 1
dx1
Z 1
 1
dx2
PkR(x1)Pk2(x2)
[r2 + 2 + 2rx2]
kR=2
V
h
r2 + 2 + 2rx2 +R
2 + 2

r2 + 2 + 2rx2
1=2
R x1
i1=2
: (A7)
3. Comparison of the two methods
We have compared the potentials produced by both techniques for the neutron-target
potential in 11Li +12C. The agreement is excellent at most radii. The Gaussian expansion
technique becomes inaccurate at large radii r > 9 fm and  > 9 fm due to truncation and
round o errors. The numerical integration method is stable at large radii but is unstable
for very small radii (R; ; r < 0.1 fm). Cross sections calculated with potentials obtained by
the two dierent methods are in excellent agreement.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1  
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The coordinate system for a three cluster projectile scattering from and inert target (in
this case 11Li from 12C). The relative coordinates are ~R; ~; ~r with corresponding relative
angular momenta L; l2; l1.
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Figure 2
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 (0,0)
+(0,1)
+(0,2)
+(2,0) spdd
+(2,1) +(2,2)
Figure 2
The elastic scattering cross section for 11Li +12C at ELAB= 637 MeV assuming the projec-
tile ground state is purely s-wave. The `no breakup' result is compared with 4-body adiabatic
calculations that include successively more breakup relative angular momenta. The notation
used to describe the channels is (l1; l2) where l1 is the relative angular momentum in the r
coordinate and l2 is in the  coordinate (see Figure 1) The converged result is the (spdd)
calculation that includes s,p,d wave breakup in the  coordinate and s,d in r.
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Figure 3
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Figure 3
The `no breakup' and (spdd) coupled cross sections for 11Li+12C at 637 MeV are compared
for three choices of the number of ; r integration grid points. The `no breakup' cross section
appears to have converged for 1212 points but the increase to 1818 has an eect on the
spdd cross section at large angles. The maximum value of  and r in all cases is 9 fm.
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Figure 4
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The elastic scattering of 11Li+12C for a range of projectile energies ELAB = 55, 110, 220,
330, 637 and 1100 MeV. For each energy we compare the four-body adiabatic calculation
(using the spdd couplings) with four-body eikonal calculations. The projectile ground state
is assumed to be purely s-wave.
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Figure 5
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figure 5
The elastic scattering of 11Li+12C at 637 MeV assuming the projectile ground state is
purely p-wave. We have use notation (l1; l2) to indicate the channels included in the model.
The dotted line is the `no breakup' cross section and the thick solid line is the full calculation
including coupling to s,p,d,g wave channels in  and p,g wave in r.
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Figure 6
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Figure 6
The elastic scattering of 11Li+12C at 637 MeV. The adiabatic and eikonal model results
assume the projectile ground state has both s- and p-wave components (wavefunction `P0'
from ref. [9]). The experimental quasi-elastic cross section data are from Kolata et al. [8].
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